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Introduction 

Team Golf

It’s OK:

Sport is fundamental to the early 
development of children and youth and 
the skills learned during playing sport 
contribute to the holistic development 
of young people. Along with the obvious 
benefit of increased physical health and 
strong social networks, participation in 
sport provides an opportunity for young 
people to learn about the importance of 
key values such as:

• Honesty
• Teamwork
• Fair play
• Respect for themselves and others
• Adherence to rules

Giving young people an opportunity to 
engage in golf in a way that enables them to 
enjoy the many benefits that the game offers 
as a sport and social activity is the key to 
developing long-term participants.

Case Study - TEAM Golf for Young People

Canterbury Golf and Aorangi Golf in conjunction with New Zealand Golf recently ran a successful pilot 
Team Golf series for young people outside of urban areas in those districts. The aim of the Team Golf 
concept is to change the perception of golf being an individual sport and make it a fun, social, learning 
experience on course by having young people work together. The series provided beginners aged between 
4 and 14 years old with regular opportunities to play golf in a low-pressure environment that helped 
develop their skills. The length of the course was shortened to suit young golfers and each of the events 
was run over 6 holes to encourage play to be completed in 90 minutes or less to cater to the lifestyles of 
busy families. 

Variations of the ambrose format encouraged teamwork among participants and the shared sense of 
achievement when an approach shot landed on the green or a long putt was sunk was evident by the 
enthusiastic applause and high fives among the teams. The It’s Ok rules that have been a feature of the 
She Loves Golf campaign were modified for the Team Golf pilot and helped reinforce the fun aspect of 
participating in the events. “To provide a fun atmosphere on course for kids of this ability is key” said 
Canterbury Golf Development Manager Rachel Thow. “The team environment adds to the enjoyment with 
plenty of cheering and support from fellow team mates and family members also playing their part in the 
event as caddies”. 

To only count 
shots when 
you hit the 

ball.

To pick up on 
a hole after 10 

shots.

To share a 
set of clubs 

amongst 
friends.

To putt with 
the flag in the 

hole.

To drop the 
ball back on 
the grass if 

it goes in the 
water or over 

the fence.

The family friendly atmosphere at Team Golf was a key factor in the success of the series with adults 
playing a positive role as caddies or supporters at the events. To get the adults more involved and 
encourage their participation in golf, they were part of play with a monster drive (with a junior driver) 
and a nearest the hole challenge. “There have been a number of key learnings from the pilot series run in 
Aorangi and Canterbury and the level of interest from both young people and parents has been extremely 
encouraging” said NZ Golf’s Mainland Regional Support Manager Richard Hudson. “There is great potential 
to grow the game through introducing more young people and families to golf by running events like 
Team Golf”.  



Young beginners 
participated in TEAM 

Golf.

Surveyed participants 
rated TEAM Golf 4.9/5 for 

enjoyment and 100% would 
like to play again.

of the parents surveyed 
were interested in 

opportunities to play golf 
with their children.

85 4.9/5 94%

TEAM Golf Pilot Results

The level of interest in opportunities for parents and children to play together was evident in the feedback 
received in the survey conducted with parents and participants. With the successful completion of the 
series for young people, Family Team Golf events are being held to give parents and adult family members 
an opportunity to participate with their children. 

Click here to view the Team Golf video from Canterbury Golf. For more information about Team Golf, 
please contact Thiem Nguyen on (09) 485-3230 or your Regional Support Manager.

“Team Golf isn’t high pressure, it’s social 
and fun”

“You work as a team, you encourage each 
other and have fun”

“I enjoyed meeting new people and playing 
with kids my age”

 “Our favourite thing was father/son time 
and the atmosphere at Team Golf”

“Team Golf has been a great experience for 
the kids (and adults) and we hope there can 
be more of it or similar events”

“Great idea, a well-run event and great 
uptake. Keep up the good work and interest 
in the game”

“I really enjoyed a bit of caddy involvement”

“Just really awesome, our family loved it”

Feedback from Young Beginners & Parents

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6BNxDn3YN4&feature=youtu.be

